
One day Jesus had 
to rebuke His disciples 
for shooing away the 
children who were 
trying to get to Him. He 
said to let them come, 
and pointed out their 
simple faith. That simple faith is a golden 
opportunity for soul winners.

Sometimes we are fearful of what 
the parents will say and hold back from 

handing tracts 
to children. 
But there are 
occasions and 
techniques that 

BattleC

“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16

Vatican officials are continuing to elbow Jesus 
aside and put their Virgin Mary goddess in His 
place. When Jesus said to the hypocrites of his 
day: “…ye made the commandment of God of 
no effect by your tradition,” (Matt. 15:6), He 
must also have been speaking prophetically to 
the popes. 

Over the centuries, various popes have added 
to this smelly heap of unbiblical tradition about 
the mother of Jesus. It started early. Aware of 
the powerful draw of the pagan goddesses, they 
declared Mary “Mother of God,” at the Council 
of Ephesus in 431 AD. 

They continued to morph her into goddess-
hood at the First Lateran Council in 649 by dis-
covering her “perpetual virginity.” In 1854 they 
found that she was “immaculately conceived,” 
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See Halloween... page 2

Roman Catholicism presents 
its Jesus as an emaciated 
stick figure on a crucifix. 
Their Virgin Mary goddess 
is paraded through the 
streets like royalty.  

See Marian ‘Dogma’... page 7

Don’t Forget the 
Children

J.T.C.

STINKYSTINKY

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1065/1065_01.asp
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BC: What is the 
usual reaction of 
Christians when 
a Muslim worship 
center shows up in 
their community?

BERENDS: Fear! 
They think that con-
fronting Islam can 

be dangerous. Most 
of what they have 
heard about Islam is 
their tendency to retaliate, sometimes 
with violence, to any attempt to witness 
to them. 

BC: What is the first thing a church 
needs to know before trying to witness 
to a Muslim group?

Tim Berends 
wearing his 

“I  love Muslims” 
T-shirt

have been found to work. Halloween is 
one of those occasions. With the focus 
on the children, it simply begs to be used 
and thousands of soul winners have 
recognized the opportunity to drop a 
powerful gospel tract into the kids’ 
bags along with the candy. 

This is the one chance of the 
whole year to evangelize your 
whole neighborhood at once. 
Many have written Chick 
Publications tracing their 
introduction to the gospel 
back to a tract in their 
trick-or-treat bags.

Sometimes, soul winners 
are reluctant to hand tracts to children, 
fearing that the parents might object. Tim 
Berends, whose goal is 300 tracts a day 

given out on the 
streets of Las 
Vegas, Nevada, 
decided long 
ago to take the 

Halloween...
From page 1

risk. “I was 
saved at five 
years old. My 
father used a 
gospel tract 
to explain why I needed a Savior. The 
tract was hard to read but it had a picture 
that I never forgot. It showed a sailor 

in the bottom of the sea tied down 
with an anchor. On the anchor was 

the word ‘SIN.’
“He explained that everyone 

needed a Savior from their sin and 
I gave my heart to Jesus. Right 

away, I went out to my sister, 
one year younger, who was 
climbing a tree. I told her 
she needed to get saved and 
took her to my dad. So she 

got saved the same day.”
“I look at children on the Las Vegas 

Strip and think that, if they have reached 
the age of accountability they will go to 
hell if they don’t get saved. So I give them 
a tract, anyway. 

Occasionally the parents will refuse me, 
but I usually say, ‘Be sure you show this 

When the Mosque Comes to Town
The following interview was conducted 

by BATTLE CRY with Tim Berends, who 
has spent many hours handing out tracts 
and witnessing in Arab neighborhoods 
and festivals, and near local mosques. 
His insights can be a great help to soul-
winning churches concerned about the 
arrival of a Muslim worship center in their 
community.

See Halloween... page 10

See Mosque in your town?... page 8

J.T.C.

THE
LITTLE
PRINCESS

THE
LITTLE 
GHOST

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1010/1010_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0063/0063_01.asp
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If so, they probably buy Spanish Bibles to give to new converts. Many 
Christian workers are unaware that the popular RV 1960 Spanish Bible 
contains many modernistic, critical readings that actually change doctrine! 
Debate is heating up as more Christians become aware of shortcomings 
in their Spanish Bibles. This book gives the history of the Spanish Bible 
and explains the simple reasons the RVG 2010 is the Bible they can trust! 

Does your church have a Spanish Minsistry?

Item #1275, 239 pages, $12.95

This book contains:

• A 44-page chart comparing diff erences between 
   the RVG 2010 and other popular Spanish Bibles

• The 8 reasons why the president of a Bible society 
  recommends the RVG 2010

• The history of the ten-year eff ort behind this revision 
  of the beloved RV 1909

• Why this is NOT a translation of the English KJV

• The background and testimony of the revisor heading 
   up the project — Humberto Gómez

• Endorsements and reasons why many Spanish pastors 
   and missionaries trust the RVG 2010 

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1275.asp
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Society student club was barred from cam-
pus for refusing to accept open sodomites 
as club voting members and leaders. 

Boy Scouts Attacked

In Philadelphia (City of Brotherly 
Love), the Boy Scouts have, for 70 years, 
used a building built and paid for by the 
Scouts but sitting on city land, for their 
local council headquarters, and pay only a 
token for rent. Because the Scouts refuse 
to admit sodomites as scoutmasters, homo-
sexual city leaders sued and the case was 
decided by a jury in June that they should 
not be evicted or have to pay hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in rent. 

Since the Supreme Court decided that it 
was okay for the Boy Scouts to “discrimi-
nate” in that way, their financial support 
has been under relentless attack. On the 
other hand the Girl Scouts gave in without 
a fight and now some have estimated that 
one-third of their top leaders are lesbian. 

Judges Protect “Gay Rights”

As in Philadelphia, this demon has suc-
ceeded in placing activists at high levels of 
government, business, “Christian” denom-
inations, and public service organizations. 
In California, an openly sodomite judge 
has just thrown out an amendment to the 
state constitution against “gay” marriage 
cancelling two votes 
by the people.

When we see the 
definitions change, 
we need to worry. For 
example, sodomites 
used to have a dif-
ferent sexual “prefer-
ence.” Now it is “ori-
entation,” that they 
were born with, taking 
the choice out of it. 
This gives them the 

When sin becomes legal, all kinds of 
things go wrong. When we started kill-
ing babies about 50 years ago, few real-

ized how badly 
we would need 
those people 
around, work-
ing and con-
tributing to the 

economy. Social Security and Medicare 
would have all that income to support the 
present generation. 

Another sin now “legal” is sodomy. 
When we invited this demon into our 
midst, we unleashed a huge threat to our 
freedoms. Quickly controlling our enter-
tainment community, it pumped its pervert-
ed lifestyle directly into our living rooms 
wooing our children into this abomination. 
Studies show that over 70 percent of our 
high school students see nothing wrong 
with “gay” marriage.

Privacy Laws Protect Sin

Complex privacy laws were forced on 
the business community to protect HIV-
infected sodomites. These require reams 
of paper for “privacy policy” notices and 
extra labor and equipment costs to admin-
ister them. Yet under ObamaCare, sod-
omites and abortionists have succeeded in 
getting HIV infection and abortion history 
exempted from the health databases that 
are supposed to make medical care more 
efficient. 

Colleges Protect Sin

For Bible believers, the threat to our 
freedom to witness and stand for the gos-
pel is now under attack. At Augusta State 
University in Georgia, Jennifer Keeton 
was told that she could not graduate from 
the marriage counseling program until she 
gave up her Christian beliefs that sodomy 
was a sin. At the Hastings Law School in 
Berkley, California, The Christian Legal 

See Legal Sin...  page 12

When Sin Becomes Legal… 

#1270 - $6.95
124 pages 
paperback  

J.T.C.

WHO 
MURDERED 
CLARICE?

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1009/1009_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1270.asp
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This book covers topics that 
people don’t even want to talk 
about, but which are placing the 
Church in grave danger.  It’s 
time to be willing to discuss the 
Hot Topics. 

CONFRONTS VITAL ISSUES LIKE:
 • The real purpose of 
  “hate crime” laws
 •  They’re gay —and they
   want your kids
 •  The hidden truth    
    about Allah
 • Pornography: 
  a victimless crime?
 • Is D&D a doorway 
  to the occult? 
 • Israel: friend or liability?

THIS BOOK IS NOT POLITIC ALLY CORREC T

 Here are 6 stories by Jack Chick, 
with interviews revealing why he 
wrote them, and the research 
behind them. You’ll be shocked 
at what the enemy did while 
Christians were silent.

DANGER!

128 pages, paperback  
$6.95 -  #1270

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1270.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1270.asp
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Some clever soul winners have organized a set of 
foreign language tracts so that 
they will have them available 
when they meet someone who 
speaks that language. One placed 
stacks of tracts in a large box in 

his car so he could show it to the person and let them 
pick the language that they recognize. 

Another had a smaller box with dividers labeled 
with the different languages. Still another put them 
in alphabetical order in bags with the stapled edge 
sticking out where the language is printed. He would 
thumb through them until he found the right language. 

Another fanned a handful of tracts like playing cards 
and asked if the person recognized any of the languages.  
When you have a tract in their native language, their 
surprise guarantees that they will take it —and you have 
delivered the gospel again.  

Above: Two bags of 
foreign language tracts 
in alphabetical order.  
Below: You can easily 
thumb through them until 

you find the right 
language. 

(CBT), responsible 
for “updating” the 
text, claims they 
have “1200 changes 
to the text” waiting 
to be incorporated 
into the 2011 release. 

There are two 
basic “rules of the game” in Bible trans-
lating. One simply tries to find a word in 
the new language that means the same as 
the word in the original language. This is 
known as “literal equivalence.” 

Sometimes the two languages do not 
have identical words, so the translators 

The Biblica Bible Society (formerly 
International Bible Society) announced 
that it will release a revision of the New 
International Version of the Bible in 2011. 
Since the original release of the NIV 
in 1978 there have been several “revi-
sions:” the Today’s New International 
Version (TNIV) the New International 
Version Inclusive (NIVi) using gender 
neutral language, the New International 
Reader’s Version (NIRV) and other varia-
tions such as the “Adventure Bible for 
Early Readers.”

They claim that the mistakes were pri-
marily in handling the public relations 
when they released the new versions. 
But the Committee on Bible Translations 

Picture on the right:
A box of Chick 
tracts in over 
60 languages so this 
soulwinner will not
miss getting the 
gospel to anyone 
because of a 
language barrier.

New NIV Revision 
to Correct ‘Mistakes’

See New NIV Corrections...page 14 

Tagalog? No Problem!

#122 - $12.95
244 pages 
paperback  

Choose your language...

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0122.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/TractLookUp.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/TractLookUp.asp
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mother!” From the context, it is obvious 
that Jesus is placing 
his mother under the 
care of John, since 
He knew He was no 
longer going to be 
available. Nowhere 
later in the Bible do 
the disciples appear to 
have understood this 
otherwise. 

This is a mind-bog-
gling stretch to use 
this scripture to place 
Mary as the Mother 
in charge of all mankind. But this is 
another little instance where the King 
James Version gets it right and most of the 
modern versions fumble. 

When you decode the KJV classic 
English, you find that “ye” is plural, 
while “thy” is singular. There is no way 
Jesus was talking about the whole world. 
“Behold thy mother” is clearly directed 
toward one person, not more than one, 
much less the whole world. If He had 
meant more than one, 
He would have used 
the plural, “your.” The 
“your” in the modern 
versions muddle this 
since “your” can mean 
one or many, opening 
the door to placing 
Mary in charge of 
the world.

This move to contin-
ue making the humble 
Mary into a pagan 
goddess only proves that Revelation 17, 
18 and 19 is right calling the Vatican a 
whore, a prostitute “church.” 

Bible believers need to lovingly point 
out these unbiblical “dogmas” to the pre-
cious Roman Catholics who depend on the 
pope to get them into heaven. 

Visit www.chick.com for more infor-
mation on the Mary goddess or call 
909 987 0771 for a free full-color catalog. 

—born without sin. Next, her “assumption 
into heaven,” at the “end of her life” was 
revealed in 1950 by Pope Pius XII. 

Ardent devotees to this goddess are 
now lobbying for an additional “Fifth 
Marian Dogma” (read tradition). 

However, this push 
to make her “Mother 
of the World,” is not 
new. It was started 
in the 1020s. When 
a pope gets the word 
from the “spirit” to 
proceed, she will push 
Jesus aside in some of 
His most basic roles: 
Redeemer, Advocate 
and Mediator. 

As Mother of the 
World, she will have 
three essential new 

roles: co-redemptrix, mediatrix of all 
graces, and advocate. This simply means 
that she will share Christ’s role as redeem-
er; she will be in charge (mediator) of 
who receives God’s grace (favor); and 
she, as our advocate instead of Christ, 
will argue our case before God’s Throne 

of Judgment. But the 
Bible says that there 
is “one God, and one 
mediator between God 
and men, the man, 
Christ Jesus.” (See 1 
Timothy 2:5.) Mary as 
mediator is blasphemy, 
ignoring the clear state-
ment of scripture. 

Christ, being sinless, 
could bear our sin, 
redeeming us on the 
cross. By making Mary 

sinless, they can then claim that her pain 
while watching Him die also contributes to 
our redemption. 

The scripture that is twisted to “support” 
this “Mother-of-the-World” tradition, 
is taken from Christ’s statement on the 
cross to the disciple, John: “Behold thy 

Marian ‘Dogma’...
From page 1

#180 - $14.95
368 pages 
paperback  

#218 - $5.50
64 pages 

paperback  

#160 - $11.95
222 pages 
paperback  

#187 - $11.95
224 pages 
paperback  

http://www.chick.com/default.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0180.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0218.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0160.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0187.asp
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come to America for 
fear they would become 
Christians. It appears 
that has changed.

BERENDS: Sadly, 
yes. Today, our church-
es are not a serious 
threat to Islam. But a church can turn that 
around by training soul winners to witness 
to Muslims.

BC: What techniques do you suggest?
BERENDS: First pray until you have 

Christ’s compassion for the precious Mus-
lim people. It’s got to break your heart: the 
5-a-day prayer rituals, the bondage of the 
women, the abuse in the families. When 
witnessing, I see the women in full length 

burkas on a sweltering day 
with men in short sleeve 
shirts. I see men on the 
streets abusing their wives 
and children, just like in the 
tract, Is Allah Like You?

My goal is to get a tract into their hand. 
I give them a warm smile, say As Salamu 
Alaykum, “peace be upon you” in Arabic. 
When they ask about the tract, I tell them, 
“It is our love letter to you.” If they ask if 
I am a Muslim, I say, “No. But I love the 
Muslim people.” 

I usually wear a t-shirt with “I (heart) 
Muslims” on the front and “John. 9:35-
38” on the back. If my attitude is friend-
ly and compassionate, they will seldom 
refuse the tract.

If they come back to talk about it, I 
point out that they call us “the 
people of the book,” that the 
Qur’an calls Jesus a prophet, 
that prophets never lie, and 
Jesus said in John 9:35-38 that 
He is God. 

I stress that Jesus showed 
love to everyone; but Muham-
mad killed a lot of people and 
wasn’t even sure, himself, that 
he would go to paradise. Why 
follow a man like that?

BERENDS: Well, first of all, God 
loves Muslims. Christ’s attitude was deep 
compassion for the multitudes, without 
shepherds, deceived by the unscriptural 
traditions of the Pharisees, and hungry 
for spiritual truth. Muslims expect a con-
frontation, but are disarmed by someone 
who obviously has an unconditional love 
for them as individuals. 

BC: Instead of a love for Muslims, 
why do most Christians fear them?

BERENDS: It is scary scenario. There 
are over a billion Muslims in the world 
and their book, the Qur’an, tells them they 
need to take over the world for Allah. Their 
plan is working in the local neighborhoods 
of the Western World. A Muslim charity 
provides money to build a 
mosque or worship center. 
Muslim families purchase 
houses around the worship 
center. 

BC: Churches are more 
likely to see the threat rather than the 
opportunity. 

BERENDS: Absolutely. The threat is 
there, but trying to stop them by law won’t 
work. The only way is by winning them 
to Christ. Then they will give up the jihad 
idea and see that obedience to the God of 
the Bible is the better path. They will learn 
about a loving God who tells us how to 
have true peace. There is no true peace and 
unconditional love in the Muslim world. 

BC: I read that, 50 years ago, the lead-
ers of Islam would not advise Muslims to 

Mosque in your town?...
From page 2

J.T.C.

?
?

? IS ALLAH 
LIKE YOU?

#1262 - $9.95
160 pages 
paperback  

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1058/1058_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1058/1058_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1262.asp
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The Qur’an taught Ghazoli that 
Allah is a deceiver. But a friend 
gave him a Bible where he read 
“Come unto me, all ye that labor 
and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest.” He knew these 
words could not come except 
from a great God. As he read, he 
turned from being a follower of 
the deceiver, Allah, and became a 
follower of Jesus Christ. 

#1259,  $12.95, 256 pages, paperback

#171 $12.95, 256 pages, paperback

Allah is NOT the 
God of the Bible!

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1259.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0171.asp
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I lost your address throughout the years 
but I never stopped thinking about your 
wonderful and informative books. I have 
been trying very hard to get your address. 
I have a good Christian brother here 
whom I have been talking to about your 
books. He never heard of you. 

I was talking to a different friend in 
front of his cell and I saw one of your 
books, The Ark, on top of his bed! It 
was like seeing heaven! I got so happy. 
Somebody was going to throw it away 
and my friend picked it up. It was a little 
abused but your address was there and my 
heart has been happy.       A.M. CT

While I’ve been incarcerated I ran 
into a guy who had 5 of your Crusader 
Comics. God intended for me to meet that 
young man and receive the message of 
Salvation from your comics. I read them 
and I also told others to read them. 

I read The Gift, Chaos, The Broken 
Cross, Spellbound and The Ark. I am 
called to speak the Word and I would 
like to use your comics to reach those 
that refuse to hear or read the Bible. Your 
comic provide illustrations and material 
that will definitely catch their attention as 
they read.        T.H. NC

Prisoners 
love
Chick 
Tracts

to your parents.’ 
That way they 
know that it’s not 
porn.” Statistics 
have shown that the number of people 
who accept Jesus falls off sharply after 
early teens. For a 70-year-old to get saved 
is very rare. So, we need to reach them 
as early as possible and Tim Berends’ 
testimony proves that it can be done. 

It was a picture that stuck in his mind 
and effectively communicated the gospel. 
Chick Publications has received many 

testimonies of 
people who first 
understood the 
gospel through 
the illustrations 
in Chick tracts. 

Years later, they cannot get the picture out 
of their mind of the angel dropping the 
person over the cliff into the flames below. 
It becomes a powerful force pushing them 
to accept Jesus. 

Do we, like 
Tim Berends, 
look at children 
and think about 
their eternal 
destiny? The witches and goblins 
who show up at our door on Halloween 
provide us a golden opportunity to 
introduce them to Jesus. 

But what about the rest of the year? Do 
we watch for other ways to get tracts to 
them? In today’s pagan culture, you might 
be their only opportunity for the rest of 
their lives to hear the good news. 

Current tracts 
available for 
H a l l o w e e n 
include titles 
for different 

ages: Best Friend, 
Little Ghost, Little Princess and  

Stinky for the younger ones; and Happy 
Halloween, Boo, Some Like It Hot, and 
Bewitched for the teens. 

Halloween...
From page 2

J.T.C.

 BEST
FRIEND

J.T.C.

 HAPPY
HALLOWEEN

J.T.C.

BOO!

J.T.C.

BEWITCHED
?

If you wish to provide Chick tracts 
to help prisoners find Christ, send 
your donation to: Chick Tracts 
For Prisoners, Mission Possible, 
P.O. Box 836, Inverness, FL 34451-
0836. You will get a tax deductible 
receipt and a newsletter detailing 
the progress of their ministry.

http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0107.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0108.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0105.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0102.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0102.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0110.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/comics/0107.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0033/0033_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0033/0033_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1010/1010_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0063/0063_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/1065/1065_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0032/0032_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0032/0032_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0032/0032_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0058/0058_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0058/0058_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0043/0043_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0045/0045_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0045/0045_01.asp
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HUGE SAVINGS
      1  10-Pack        $32.75 ($3.28 ea.)
      3  10-Packs  $92.82 ($3.09 ea.)
     5 10-Packs  $142.80 ($2.86 ea.)
   10 10-Packs  $261.80 ($2.62 ea.)
   50 10-Packs  $952.00 ($1.90 ea.)
 100 10-Packs  $1,487.50 ($1.49 ea.)

DVD presents Jesus Christ as 
Creator, Redeemer and King of 
Kings.  At this price, you can give 
them out like tracts.

Off er available only for 10-Pack Mini Sleeve edition.
Item #4033

ON DVD 10-PACK

I have just returned from Mongolia and 
we had 62 nomads saved and baptized 
two weeks ago. This mostly is because 
of the gospel tracts you put out.  T.T., TN

I know it’s late July, but I’m already 
looking forward to Halloween...so I can 
give out some Gospel tracts with 
the candy.  

     S.W., Facebook Post

Awesome!!! Chick 
tracts are by far the most 
economical, effective and 
non-offensive way I have 
found to get the Gospel 
into the hands of soo 
many. Religion is decieving 
MANY! The motto is true; 
“Jack’s tracts DO get read!! 
They are fantastic. 

 M.M., Facebook Post

The best comic ever was This Was 
Your Life. As an ex-catholic, I still have 
many comics, Jack Chick was telling the 

world years ago what was going on in the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

    H.N., Facebook Post

When I was a teenager in the 1970’s, 
my mom went to a laundromat and every 
week someone had these Chick tracts 
and my brother and I loved them. I order 
them when I can and put them on my 
websites.      C.P., Facebook Post

I grew up reading these little booklets, 
managed to have a small collection while 

in my teens. The illustrations and 
messages had a lot of impact 

on me. It’s through these 
books that I understood 
the importance of 
salvation, hell and 
heaven etc etc.

Many thanks to all 
those who made these 
publications possible 

and continue to do so. 
God bless you. 
   B.A., Facebook Post
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find “Chick Publications” 

on Facebook
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42c
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            BAG

DVD includes 8 languages - English, Chinese 
(Mandarin), Dutch, French, German, 

Portuguese, Hebrew & Russian.

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0001/0001_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0001/0001_01.asp
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rancho-Cucamonga-CA/Chick-Publications-Inc/436937560057?v=wall&ref=ts
http://www.chick.com/catalog/videos/10_pack_lotw.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/videos/10_pack_lotw.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/videos/10_pack_lotw.asp
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Legal Sin...
From page 4

same “civil rights” as black people with 
protection against “discrimination.”

Philadelphia’s “anti-discrimination” 
policies dragged the Scouts into court. 
Hastings used the same “policies” to 
ban the Christian Legal Council and 
the Christian university students’ view 
that sodomy is sinful is also considered 
unlawful “prejudice.” 

Now, we are beginning to hear “freedom 
of worship” instead of “freedom of reli-
gion.” China and Russia have “freedom of 
worship” if you do it inside a government 
approved “church” building. None of this 
“disturbing the peace” with public tract 
passing and street preaching. 

The “night” that Jesus spoke of will 
come to America unless we have another 
“great awakening” of revival. Most reviv-
als were triggered by widespread distribu-
tion of literature. Many have discovered 
that Chick tracts get read and win souls. 
Surely, if enough gospel literature was 
gotten out today, we could get the same 
results. But we must do it soon. 

Missionaries around the world find 
Chick tracts greatly expand their ministry. 
Missionary to Mexico Arland Strong is one 
example. Linda Ivins attends Bible Baptist 
Church in Sapulpa, Oklahoma. Missionary 
Strong visited her church recently and told 
how he uses Chick tracts in Mexico. Linda 
sent us a CD of his message. 

Considering them “more precious than 
gold,” teams from his churches place 
only 15 tracts at a time in homes in the 
community. A few days later they will 
revisit each home and ask if the people 
liked the tract. Usually the answer is an 
enthusiastic “yes!”

Then they ask if they can come in and 
better explain the message. So many invite 
them in that this follow-up has become 

a full-time job for the teams. The tracts 
provide a vital way to introduce the church 
to the community. “I do not know how 
many are in our churches as the result of 
this method,” says Strong.  

Linda remembers how she got started 
helping Strong: “One year ago, this 
dear, elderly, white-haired missionary to 
Mexico, who has faithfully won countless 
souls to Christ and planted many churches 
for the last 40 years, visited our church, 
which has supported him for many years. 

“After the service, I pulled out my 
Chick tract stash from my purse and 
asked him if he would be interested in 
these in Spanish. He lit up and said, ‘Oh, 
yes! I have a particular witnessing plan 
using This Was Your Life, Hi There!, 
Creator or Liar?, and Somebody Goofed. 
We have great success with those!’

“So after that, I tried to supply him 
monthly with as many as I could afford. 
He’d call me and say that 30 were saved 
with this last batch, or whatever number; 
but every time, it was between 28 and 38. 
I soon realized this man needed more. So I 
prayed to God to help me, if it’s His will, 
to send him 10,000.”

Linda enlisted the help of another 
church member and eventually the church 
took up an offering to complete the order. 
Strong testified how the tracts were used 
so prayerfully and the much fruit they had 
produced for the kingdom. 

Many other missionaries in almost every 
corner of the world have used Chick tracts, 
available in over 100 languages, to spark 
interest in the gospel. They have found 
that the engaging stories and Bible verses 
soften the attitude of resistance to the 
message of salvation through Jesus Christ.

If you wish to help the missionaries who 
are supported by your church, send them 
to our web site at www.chick.com to read 
the tracts available in the language of their 
field. When you purchase the tracts, Chick 
Publications will ship them directly to your 
missionaries. 

Missionary Finds:
Tracts Open Up Homes for the Gospel

http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0001/0001_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0076/0076_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0005/0005_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0003/0003_01.asp
http://www.chick.com/default.asp
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GOT FRIENDS WITH QUESTIONS?

Most of us have friends or family members tied 
in to religious cults, like Roman Catholicism, 
Mormonism or the Watchtower Society (Jehovah’s 
Witnesses). We want to see them find peace in 
Christ but don’t always know the best way to 
answer their questions.

These books by Thomas Heinze provide answers. 
Not only will they help you respond to the 
objections of your friends or loved ones, but they 
are written in such a gentle way that you can 
even give them to the person connected with 
these cults, knowing you won’t offend them.

For more information… 
preview these books online: 

Answers To My Catholic Friends
 www.chick.com/reading/books/218/218cont.asp
Answers To My Mormon Friends
 www.chick.com/reading/books/126/126cont.asp
Answers To My Jehovah’s Witness Friends
 www.chick.com/reading/books/135/135cont.asp

HERE ARE ANSWERS

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0218.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0218.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0126.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0126.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0135.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0135.asp
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languages by thou-
sands of missionaries? 

But to have such 
a Bible, you must 
stretch your mind to 
learn a few hundred 
new words and face 
ridicule for believing 
that this “literal” Bible 
is exactly what God 
wanted English speaking people to know. 
But, you don’t have to worry that your 
Bible will change wordings and meanings 
every few years. 

Satan hates this Bible that has stood 
the test of time: the Authorized King 
James Version. To learn the less familiar 
words in the KJV, get a copy of David W. 
Daniel’s little booklet, The King James 
Bible Companion. 

To learn how to confound the critics, 
get copies of David W. Daniel’s books, 
Answers to Your Bible Version Questions, 
Look What’s Missing, and Did the 
Catholic Church Give Us The Bible?, 
Check the Chick website, www.chick.com 
for additional resources. 

New NIV Corrections...
From page 6

Muslims Praying in New York City

may use more than one word to get the 
exact meaning across. However, their goal 
is still to get a translation that literally says 
what the original said.

To the average buyer of Bibles, this 
seems the way it “ought to be.” He will 
assume he is going to get God’s words. 
After all, the Bible is the Bible, isn’t it??

Unfortunately, there is another philoso-
phy of Bible transla-
tion that uses differ-
ent rules. It is called 
“dynamic equiva-
lence.” Now, anything 
that is “dynamic” is 
something that moves 
around a lot. And when 
you take a close look 
at the dozens of new 
translations that have 
used this “dynamic” 
approach, it sure is a 

moving target. Instead of looking for a new 
word just like the one in the old translation, 
they form an opinion about what they think 
the old word means and then look for a 
way to explain it “today’s” words. 

Trying to adapt the Bible language to 
“modern” words, is like juggling. You 
better keep moving or your act will crash. 
The NIV’s “dynamic” dance over the last 
30 years proves the point. When writers 
of Sunday school and teaching material 
quote the NIV they have to include the 
version date or someone will think they 
misquoted it.  

Wouldn’t it be better to have a Bible 
that has not changed in 400 years? One 
you could memorize and be confident it 
won’t change during your lifetime? One 
that doesn’t need a standing “committee” 
to keep it up to date? 

One translated by the most qualified 
men ever assembled for such a job? One 
that was the central inspiration for every 
significant revival in the Western World? 
One that guided America to become the 
most blessed nation ever known? One that 
has been translated into hundreds of native 

Chick Publications is contemplating a 
book to help soul winners witness to 
Muslims when a mosque moves into a 
community. If you have been successful 
in leading Muslims to Christ in your 
community, we would like to hear from 
you. Please email Editor George Collins at  
collins@chick.com with your information.

#1271 - $12.95
254 pages 
paperback  

#1252 - $8.95
160 pages 
paperback  

http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1007.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1007.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/0122.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1271.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1252.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1252.asp
http://www.chick.com/default.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1271.asp
http://www.chick.com/catalog/books/1252.asp
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Dear ones in Christ,

Wow! Are we ever living in wild times. Everything is 

pointing to the coming of the Beast (anti-Christ). And our 

politicians are unknowingly clearing the path for him. Already, 

it is sometimes difficult to tell whether some of our troops are 

under U.S. or United Nations’ command. 

Our “gay” community is flexing its muscles, passing laws, 

controlling politicians, and trying to silence pastors who reveal 

what God thinks of their lifestyle. It seems no one will stop this 

steam roller. I’m sure the Beast will back them. (See Daniel 

11:37.) The “gays” are on the offensive worldwide. We’re 

seeing the days of Noah and Lot all around us. 

War in the Middle East is about to explode. Opposition to 

the Roman Catholic institution is fading. Our Christian big 

wheels are quietly double-crossing Bible believers by pulling 

them into the arms of the pope. 

The world is looking for a one-world leader and ready to 

take control of everything is good, old, Pope Benedict XVI. 

Didn’t President George W. Bush look in the pope’s face and 

say that he saw “God?”

Where-oh-where did the “Protestants” go? They’re going 

back to Rome!!
Thank God we’ve still got godly pastors and faithful 

missionaries who haven’t compromised. They are standing in 

the gap as the storm clouds keep getting darker.

Beloved, we don’t have much time left to win souls. God 

is blessing us with tracts that make an impact worldwide. 

Please use them, pass them to neighbors, relatives and the 

unsaved. Soon you won’t be able to. Read what it says in 

Ezekiel 3:18-21, then order some tracts. Use them by inserting 

them when paying bills. There’s lots of ways to reach the lost. 

We just have to be brave and obey the Lord.

God bless you,

A MESSAGE FROM JACK CHICK...
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BATTLE CRY

Your back cover will be in two colors, black 
plus the second color of the tract you choose. 

FREE Custom Printed 
  Back Cover

If you order 10,000 copies of one Chick 
tract title, we will print your message 
on the back cover for FREE. Enjoy the 
professional look of customized Chick 
tracts, and get all 10,000 for HALF 
PRICE, only $800.00 USD* 

Just e-mail us what you’d like on your 
back cover. We’ll create a layout to show 
you how your back cover will look. Once 
you approve it, you will receive your 
tracts in about 3 weeks (orders to USA 
addresses). 
* Plus shipping $102.00 per 10,000 tracts,     
    to any USA address.
* California residents add sales tax. 
* No COD’s on custom orders.

Lockhart Road Baptist Church

NO MORE STAMPING YOUR CHICK TRACTS

Behold the days come, saith the Lord God, that 
I will send a famine in the land, not a famine of 
bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the 
words of the LORD.                                 Amos 8:11

WHY DOES PASTOR 
PUT THE BIBLE VERSES 

ON A SCREEN?
BECAUSE HE USES SO 

MANY DIFFERENT 
VERSIONS WE CAN’T 
KEEP UP WITH HIM! 

HE DOESN’T SEEM 
TO KNOW WHICH 
ONE IS OF GOD.

I’M SO CONFUSED... 
I DON’T BRING MY 

BIBLE ANYMORE. I JUST 
GAVE UP!

http://www.chick.com/store/faq_custom.asp
http://www.chick.com/store/faq_custom.asp
http://www.chick.com/store/faq_custom.asp
http://www.chick.com/default.asp

